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### Legal Milestones

- **07/2018**: WFD entry into force
- **10/2018**: 1st WS & draft scenario
- **05-06/2019**: Consultation on info req.
- **07/2020**: Transpose WFD
- **01/2021**: Submit to SCIP DB

### Stakeholder Engagement

- **09/2019**: Info req. published
- **10/2019**: IUCLID 6.4 SCIP format
- **02/2020**: SCIP DB 1st prototype
- **10/2020**: SCIP DB v1 enhancing prototype to production level use
- **Q1-Q2/2021**: SCIP DB v2 UC: make data available

### IT Tooling Milestones

- **07/2018**: WFD entry into force
- **10/2018**: 1st WS & draft scenario
- **05-06/2019**: Consultation on info req.
- **11/2019**: 2nd WS
- **10-12/2019**: IT user grp meetings
- **2020**: IT user grp meetings TBA
- **10/2019**: IUCLID 6.4 SCIP format
- **02/2020**: SCIP DB 1st prototype
- **10/2020**: SCIP DB v1 enhancing prototype to production level use
- **Q1-Q2/2021**: SCIP DB v2 UC: make data available
Next steps SCIP IT implementation

• Release of the prototype v0 (February 2020)
  • Will include functionalities to prepare dossiers and test submission (including System to System).
  • Submitted data will be considered test data and will be deleted (before the October 2020 release).
  • No public view on the test data

• Next phase of development
  • Testing phase, implementation of improvements
  • Analysis of sharing and referencing of articles in the supply chain
  • Analysis of dissemination portal

• Release of SCIP v1 (planned for end of October 2020)
  • Open to received data to fulfil legal obligation
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